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Stereoscopic content, when presented well, provides an exciting and entertaining 
experience for viewers.  The advent of new techniques and technologies is helping 
stereoscopy to become more commonplace, with 3D movies becoming a staple at 
theaters around the world.  Further, 3D televisions and content are poised to experience 
tremendous growth in the coming years.  Even video games are exploring 3D content, 
with recent releases like Toy Story Mania as seen on the Disney website [Disn11].   
The biggest problems with stereoscopic content are that it usually requires 
expensive hardware to view, and extensive time and technical prowess to create.  These 
issues limit the number of organizations or individuals creating 3D content to those who 
have the money, time, and technical skills to do so.  Similarly viewers of 3D content must 
possess expensive, specialized equipment for display, thus limiting the overall audience.  
The intention of this paper is to provide a real-time, cost-conscious method for producers 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
3D entertainment has seen tremendous growth in popularity and availability since 
the early 2000s.  More and more movie theaters have enhanced the experience by 
adding digital projectors with 3D stereoscopic capabilities to their facilities.  3D 
televisions are the standard at most electronics stores.  Even video game consoles, 
such as the Nintendo 3DS, described on the Nintendo website [Nint11_1], are appearing 
on the market for consumers. 
Most of this technology is still quite expensive, and production of the content is 
complicated.  3D enabled televisions cost anywhere from $1000 to $5000 and require 
active shutter glasses, which are priced up to $300 per pair.  Projectors used in theaters 
cost from $5,000 to more than $40,000, according to the Cinema Treasures website 
[Cine11].  Producing content requires specially equipped 3D cameras or an expensive 
and complicated conversion process.  For video games, content production involves 
computer programming and highly specialized training.   
With the use of relatively inexpensive hardware and equipment that most 
consumers and creators already possess, the possibility of simulated stereoscopic 3D 
exists.  This technology will allow artists to use a 3D software package of their choice in 
order to produce content and quickly view it in simulated stereoscopic view.  Distribution 
of content to consumers will also be easier because the need for expensive equipment 
or complicated setups will no longer be necessary. 
An easy way to visualize the technique described in this paper is to imagine 
looking out of a window.  The content does not jump out of the window, but has an 
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obvious depth behind the glass.  As the viewer moves his/her head, the scene behind 
the glass changes.  The intention of the simulated stereoscopic implementation is to 
match this experience and in some extreme cases, possibly allow content to jump out 
from the glass. 
An essential component of producing such a system is tracking the user‟s head 
position relative to the display.  A Wii Remote, with Bluetooth technology, and a LED 
sensor bar can accomplish the head tracking.  Dr. Johnny Lee of Cornel University 
developed this method of head tracking as outlined on the “Procrastineering” website 
[Proc11]. 
The second step is to incorporate a 3D animation file created by an artist.  Using 
a file format that is compatible with as many animation packages as possible allows for 
the widest audience.  The FBX file format developed by the Autodesk Company and 
outlined on the Autodesk website [Auto11] is a good choice because it has been widely 
adopted by many animation software packages.  Autodesk created a software 
development kit, which allows developers to incorporate the FBX file format easily into 
their animation packages.   
This paper will describe the process of creating the Wii Remote head tracker and 
integrating it into an OpenGL viewer for FBX files.  Chapter 2 reviews the techniques 
involved in stereoscopic display, as well as the Wii components used in the simulated 
stereoscopic display.  Chapter 3 provides technical details of our approach using 
commodity hardware and software.  Results and sample images are shown in chapter 4, 
while chapter 5 concludes with final comments and future work.  
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Chapter 2: Background 
2.1 Intent 
 The intent of this paper is to simulate modern stereoscopic approaches, such as 
active shutter technology or polarization, using real-time head tracking and display 
updates; a process that was originally developed by Lee at Carnegie Mellon University 
(section 2.3).  Lee‟s approach uses a Nintendo Wii Remote with optical sensor (section 
2.4) to track the position in space of LEDs (section 2.5).  The Wii Remote then passes 
that tracking data to a computer via Bluetooth (section 2.6) to facilitate real-time display.  
The scene is updated using 3D data obtained from an FBX file (section 2.7), a common 
file format used by many 3D content creation packages. We will begin by examining the 
history of stereoscopy (section 2.2) to illustrate the methods and techniques developed 
in the past for simulating 3D.  This history leads us to the modern approaches of active 
shutter and polarization techniques. 
2.2 History of 3D 
Traditional stereoscopy simulates human vision by presenting two separate 
images offset to match a human‟s eyes.  The left eye sees an image that is slightly to the 
left and the right eye sees an image that is slightly to the right.  The human brain then 




Many methods have been used to present these two separate images.  The first 
was an invention called the Stereoscope by Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1838 (see Figure 
1).  The stereoscope presents two slightly different pictures to the viewer‟s eyes using 
mirrors to produce an illusion of a 3D space [Bowe01]. 
 
Figure 1: Stereoscope, invented by Sir Charles Wheatstone (1838) [Bowe01] 
Although the stereoscope was a marvel for its time, the design was not readily 
conducive to motion pictures.  The solution proposed was projected anaglyphs, which 
are credited to Wilhelm Rollmann, a teacher from Leipzig, Germany.  Projected 
anaglyphs consist of two different images projected on a single surface in two different 
primary colors.  If the projection is then viewed through glasses of the same primary 
colors (Figure 2), one over each eye, a 3D image will be perceived.  This method relies 
on two facts: an object of a primary color viewed through a transparent screen of the 
same color will be invisible to the viewer; and an object of a primary color viewed 
through a transparent screen of its complementary color will appear almost black 
[Goss75].  The anaglyph method for 3D, however, does lead to two significant 
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limitations.  First, images are severely color restricted because each image can only 
contain the complementary color of the viewer‟s opposite eye glass, essentially limiting a 
film to black and white.  Second, projection of exact complementary colors to the colors 
in the anaglyph glasses is difficult, and results in a phenomenon known as ghosting, 
which occurs when the viewer not only sees the complementary color they should, but 
also a faint blur of the color they should not.  With these two restrictions, anaglyphs have 
been more popular for use in printed media where control of image color allows a more 
precise match with the filter color used in glasses.  
 
Figure 2: Anaglyph 3D glasses 
The next great leap forward came in 1929 when Edwin Land invented an 
inexpensive polarizer.  Land‟s original intention was to create a polarizer for car 
windshields to prevent headlight glare from oncoming traffic [McEl98].  He was 
successful and created a thin film that allowed certain wavelengths of light to penetrate 
unconstrained while other wavelengths were blocked completely.  The invention 
provided an effective method for creating polarized glasses that would display a different 
image to each eye.  Using this approach, the projection of two oppositely polarized 
images onto a non-depolarizing screen would provide a rewarding experience for the 
viewer who wore the depolarizing lenses and thus received slightly different images for 
each eye.  This new technique, along with the growing popularity of television in the 
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1950s, led movie studios to produce more 3D content to draw larger audiences.  
Unfortunately, the complexity and expense of maintaining two separate film strips in 
exact synchronization led to a lull in the popularity and production of 3D content.  With 
the advent of digital projection in the mid-2000s, polarized stereoscopic films again 
became a staple at movie theaters around the world.  Theaters no longer needed to 
have two sets of film and projectionists keeping them in synchronization.  The digital 
projection was handled by a computer, which lowered costs and provided a much more 
rewarding experience for viewers. 
The latest stereoscopic technology to hit the market has been in the form of 
active shutter glasses.  Images are displayed to the viewer in a single sequence with 
alternating images for the right eye and the left.  The viewer wears glasses, 
synchronized to the display unit, that black out the right eye or the left eye based on 
what is currently displayed on the screen.  The transition from right to left is too fast for 
the human visual system to detect, thus it is „fooled‟ into seeing one 3D image.  Each 
eye must view an image at a rate of at least 48Hz, with 60Hz preferred, in order to avoid 
flicker and motion artifacts [Bren08].  Those refresh rates equate to the projector 
displaying at least 96 distinct images per second. 
2.3 Lee’s Approach 
In 2007, Lee, a researcher at Carnegie Mellon, developed a system to perform 
head tracking using a Wii Remote and Wii Sensor Bar, described on the 
Procrastineering website [Proc11].  This tracking system allowed Lee to dynamically 
update a display in real-time in order to present a simulated 3D environment.  His video 
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on YouTube [Yout11] detailing the process has received almost nine million views, not to 
mention the thousands of spin-offs and duplicators. 
The process involves updating a display based on the location of the viewer.  If 
the viewer is to the left of the display, he or she will see more of the right side of the 
content.  If the viewer is to the right of the display, he or she will see more of the left side 
of the content, as seen in Figure 3.  Conceptually, this approach is analogous to looking 
through a window as the viewer moves around, different parts of the world outside the 
window can be seen. 
 
Figure 3: Lee's example of 3D head tracking from a left and right angle [Yout11] 
This method for head tracking has a relatively low cost, and generates an 
impressive 3D effect.  However, widespread adoption of the technique has not been as 
broad as one might imagine, because generating new scene content for use in the 
application requires that the creator be an accomplished programmer.  The target scene 
used in the YouTube demonstration is created with a combination of C# and Direct X, 
which is hardly a common toolset for artists.  Incorporating this tracking technology into 
an application that displays content from a source in which more artists are comfortable 
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developing may provide a broader audience than Lee‟s original work.  In the next section 
we begin by exploring the hardware and software necessary for head tracking. 
2.4 Wii Remote optical sensor 
The Wii Remote is the primary input device included with the Nintendo Wii 
gaming system.  The device was first released in 2006 and has become the standard 
against which all motion controllers are measured.  The Wii Remote, seen in Figure 4, 
includes motion sensors and input buttons, along with an optical sensor.  For head 
tracking, the optical sensor is the primary sensor that will be used. 
 
Figure 4: Wii Remote diagram from patent application [Iked06] 
The goal of an optical sensor is to convert light to an electrical signal which can 
then be processed.  Optical sensors come in two primary types: charged-coupled 
devices (CCDs) and complementary metal–oxide–semiconductors (CMOS).  Both 
capture the energy from light striking their surfaces and convert it to a voltage which is 
then processed by additional circuitry.  One downside of CCD technology is that it is 
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susceptible to light smear across its surface from bright light sources.  This smear poses 
significant issues in capturing exact locations of light sources used for position 
triangulation.  Additionally CCDs are slower, more expensive, and use more power than 
CMOS technology [Litw01].  In 2006, PixArt formed a strategic relationship with Nintendo 
in order to provide object tracking for the Wii Remote [Cast06].  Since PixArt produces 
primarily CMOS sensors [Pixa11], we can reasonably assume that the sensor in the Wii 
Remote is a CMOS sensor.  
Tests performed by Rickard and Davis found that the Wii Remote‟s optical 
sensor is sensitive to light wavelengths in the 840 – 950 nm range [Rick09], which are 
common for infrared LEDs.  This small range of sensitivity allows the sensor to ignore 
most light sources and avoid confusion when tracking the LED‟s location.  Rickard and 
Davis also surmised that the resolution of the sensor is 128 x 96 [Rick09], which 
unfortunately limits the Wii Remote‟s ability to track an LED at great distances or at very 
sharp angles. 
When used in combination with an LED sensor bar, the Wii Remote is able to 
record and report, via Bluetooth (described in section 2.6), its position up to 15 feet away 
from the display used during gameplay according to Nintendo [Nint11].  The Wii 
calculates the remote‟s position using triangulation of the two distinct points of light 
spaced a known quantity apart on the LED sensor bar. 
2.5 Wii Sensor Bar and Infrared LEDs 
The sensor bar is a small plastic bar that plugs into the Wii console for the 
express purpose of allowing the Wii Remote to track its position.  Users place the bar 
directly on or in front of their display device (television, monitor, or projected image) and 
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point the remote at the display to select objects on the screen.  A common 
misconception, furthered by its name, is that the Wii Sensor Bar has some kind of 
sensing or tracking ability.  In fact, the Wii Sensor bar is simply a container for infrared 
LEDs.  The fact that the device is in a bar shape simply allows the software to know the 
exact distance between the infrared LEDs for properly triangulating the position of the 
Wii Remote using its optical sensor. 
The exact number and orientation of the infrared LEDs in the sensor bar is a 
controversial topic.  Video gaming site, IGN, reports that the sensor bar contains one 
infrared source on either end [Igne11], while others claim it has five LEDs on each side 
as seen in Figure 5 [Wiki11].  For the latter, the possibility exists that the infrared light 
blends together creating one large source for the Wii Remote‟s optical sensor, thus 
making the sensor bar visible from farther away. 
 
Figure 5: Wii Sensor Bar with infrared LEDs highlighted [Wiki11] 
Infrared light is just beyond the human visual spectrum.  The spectrum starts at a 
wavelength of around 1 micron, just beyond visible red light, and extends to around 100 
microns [Godd11].  These wavelengths are often associated with heat and have a 
dramatic effect on how we perceive our environment [Heni02]. 
The discovery and use of infrared light has led to many innovations including 
night vision, thermal astronomy, medical imaging, and failure analysis.  The Wii Remote 
optical sensor is another example of the innovative thinking as it is only sensitive to light 
in the infrared wavelengths, thus eliminating potential noise and confusion from other 
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light sources like televisions, monitors, or room lights.  Once the Wii Remote has 
collected the location of the infrared LEDs, it sends the tracking information to a 
processing unit, either the Wii console or a computer via Bluetooth. 
2.6 Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is a wireless standard created to enable digital communication 
between various portable and fixed devices.  Engineers at Ericsson, a 
telecommunications company in Sweden, created the technology in 1994.  In 1998, five 
companies came together to form the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG).  The SIG‟s 
mission is to publish Bluetooth specifications, run the qualification program, protect 
Bluetooth trademarks, and promote the wireless technology [Blue11_1]. 
The Bluetooth technology allows any enabled device to communicate wirelessly 
on a short-range network called a piconet [Blue11_2], a term formed by combining the 
prefix pico, one trillionth, with the word network [Webo11].  Piconets are created 
automatically whenever two or more enabled devices come within radio proximity of 
each other.  One device can communicate with seven other devices in a piconet and can 
belong to multiple piconets at the same time [Blue11_2].  
The Bluetooth specification requires that Bluetooth radios operate in frequency 
bands of 2.4 and 2.485 GHz [Blue11_2].  The radios are able to hop dynamically from 
one frequency to another in order to prevent interference from other devices that may be 
using the same frequencies.  These bands are unlicensed and designed for industrial, 
scientific, and medical use.  Three classes of radios are used with Bluetooth: Class 1 
devices can communicate up to 300 feet; Class 2 is the most common and has a range 
of about 33 feet; and Class 3 devices have a shorter range of about 3 feet.  Bluetooth is 
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capable of transmitting data up to 24 Mbps in its High Speed specification.  With faster 
transfer rates comes greater power consumption; therefore the Bluetooth SIG also offers 
a Low Energy specification which transmits at 1 Mbps [Blue11_2].  
2.7 FBX Technology 
The final and arguably most important piece of developing a 3D stereoscopic 
simulator is the content that will be displayed to the viewer.  Often artists will work with 
specialized software developed specifically for generating 3D content.  Many of the most 
popular packages, such as Maya and 3ds Max, are able to export content in the FBX 
format.  FBX, originally an abbreviation of the software product for which it was 
developed (FiLMBOX), is a suite of tools and file formats that allow for easy import and 
export of 3D information [Auto11].  The FBX software development kit (SDK) is a C++ 
library that allows reading from and writing to FBX files.  The file format is primarily a 
binary format that can store 3D models, animation, lighting, textures, and other 
information used in the 3D production pipeline. 
A company called Kaydara developed the FBX file in 1996 to store motion 
capture data [Kita08].  Other companies and software packages began supporting the 
format to take advantage of the potential for interoperability.  In 2004, Kaydara was 
acquired by Alias, which then standardized the file format by creating an SDK to 
manipulate the files rather than relying on each individual program to handle reading and 
writing on its own.  Autodesk acquired Alias in 2006 and has continued to maintain and 




Chapter 3: Implementation 
The implementation of a stereoscopic simulator for use with FBX files was 
divided into three steps.  The first step involved gathering (and constructing) the 
materials and equipment necessary for head tracking.  The second was to write the 
software to support head tracking and the display of the FBX files to the user.  Finally the 
hardware and software was brought together for presentation to the user. 
3.1 Physical Materials and Equipment 
In order to simulate stereoscopic 3D through head tracking and a dynamically 
refreshing display, the following hardware was necessary: 
 A computer to process the tracking data and display the simulated stereoscopic 
video; in this case, a Toshiba Satellite A135 with Windows 7, as pictured in 
Figure 6, was used 
 
Figure 6: Toshiba Satellite Laptop 
 A Wii Remote, with an optical sensor, seen in Figure 7, was required to collect 




Figure 7: Wii Remote 
 A Bluetooth adapter to allow the Wii Remote to send its data to the computer for 
processing; Many computers include an integrated Bluetooth adapter, but the 
Toshiba used in this implementation did not; therefore, a Rocketfish USB model, 
seen in Figure 8, was used instead 
 
Figure 8: Rocketfish USB Bluetooth adapter 
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 A set of connected infrared LEDs for identifying the viewer‟s head to the Wii 
Remote; Following Lee‟s example, this experiment was performed using a pair of 
safety glasses with attached LED lights on the sides, as pictured in Figure 9 
 
Figure 9: Craftsman LED safety glasses 
Safety glasses can be purchased from most hardware stores.  In this case Sears 
sold a pair that are equipped with high intensity blue LEDs.  In order to make them 
visible to the Wii Remote optical sensor, the LED bulbs were replaced with infrared LED 
bulbs (Figure 10), available at Radio Shack.  Appendix A explains how to convert the 






Figure 10: Infrared LED bulb 
The infrared LEDs on the safety glasses were not required to follow the same 
spacing and orientation as the LEDs on the Wii Sensor Bar since triangulation was 
performed in custom code.  In fact, the distance between the LEDs was not required 
until tracking began.  The assumption was that the LEDs were connected (maintaining 
an exact distance between them) and were attached to the viewer in a comfortable 
position when simulation began.  Because each viewer sat at a slightly different angle or 
distance from the display due to different body types and personal preferences, it was 
necessary to record the first position and distance between the LEDs at the time that 
simulation began.  This ensured that each viewer started the simulation looking at the 
scene from the same angle and same perspective.  From that point on, movement from 
the viewer caused the same behavior in the scene regardless where the viewer was 




Figure 11: Two viewers starting from different locations and the images seen after a move 
3.2 Software Development 
As described in Section 2.7 of this document, Autodesk offers a free FBX 
software development kit (SDK) on their website [Auto11_3].  Once installed, the SDK 
provided the ability to read and write FBX files.  The application design and development 
can be completed with any C++ compiler; in this case Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 was 
used because examples included with the FBX SDK had Visual Studio projects already 
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configured and ready to be used.  These premade templates shortened the initial 
learning curve involved with using the SDK. 
With the SDK set up and ready to use, the next step was to find a C++ library for 
communication with the Wii Remote.  Lee‟s original code was built using a C# library 
[Peek11] for interaction with the Wii Remote.  Further investigation into alternative 
libraries revealed a C++ version on the “Wii Yourself!” website [Wiiy11].  This C++ 
version of the library provided the same full set of functions as the C# library as well as 
some additional functionality, such as support for multiple Wii Remotes and other 
peripherals.   
With all the tools in place, proprietary coding could commence.  One of the 
example programs provided by Autodesk with the FBX SDK was a project called “View 
Scene.”  The example illustrated a method to display the contents of a FBX file in a 
graphical window as explained in the FBX SDK Programmers Guide [Auto11_2]. When 
compiled, the program opened a new OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) window and 
displayed a wireframe animation from a specific FBX file (humanoid.fbx) included with 
the FBX SDK.  The algorithm for the “View Scene” project was as follows: 
Initialize GLUT; 
Initialize FBX SDK; 
Create an FBX importer and Import the FBX File 
{ 
 Set Scene Status to MUST_BE_REFRESHED; 
 Get List of Cameras; 
 Get Animation Stacks and Pose Lists; 
 Get Texture Data; 
 Create Menus; //For selecting animation stacks, cameras, or exiting 
 Set Timer Callback; 
 Initialize Timer; 
} 
Set the Scene Pose to -1; 




 On Timer Event 
  Check for MUST_BE_REFRESHED and Call Redisplay if necessary; 
 Set Timer Event for next pose in Animation Stack; 
 On Redisplay Event 
 { 
  Clear buffer; 
  Draw Scene at Pose; 
  Swap Buffers; 
 } 
 On Mouse or Keyboard Event 
 { 
  Adjust Camera or Perform Menu action; 
  If adjusting camera call On Motion Event; 
 } 
 On Motion Event 
 { 




This “View Scene” project provided a base algorithm that was expanded to view 
any FBX presented as well as perform head tracking and display refreshing.  In order to 
perform head tracking, the first step was to initialize the Wii Remote connection before 
any of the GLUT calls were made.  By initializing the remote first, we ensured that the 
Wii Remote was communicating properly with the computer and the program.  Once the 
Wii Remote was communicating, the code to perform the tracking was added to the 
timer function of the “View Scene” program such that an updated location was found 
every time the scene was refreshed. 
The process of tracking changes required a number of variables be declared for 
the program to monitor the viewer‟s head position from one time step to the next.  The 
variables included FirstX, CurrentX, ChangeX, FirstY, CurrentY, ChangeY, FirstZ, 
CurrentZ, and ChangeZ.  FirstX contained the original X (horizontal) value that was 
found.  CurrentX contained the current X value that had been found.  ChangeX 
contained the positive or negative change between FirstX and CurrentX.  FirstX and 
CurrentX both actually represented the midpoint between the horizontal values of the 
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two LEDs being tracked because the FBX simulator needed only one value for the 
horizontal location.  The Y variables were similar to the X variables, except the Y 
variables corresponded to the vertical values of the LEDs instead of the horizontal.  The 
Z variables were calculated differently because they needed to store the distance from 
the viewer to the display.  Instead of using the midpoint as we did with the X and Y 
variables, the Z variables stored the distance between the two LEDs.  The shorter the 
distance between the LEDs, the farther the viewer was from the screen.  Likewise, the 
larger the distance, the closer the viewer was to the screen, as demonstrated in Figure 
12. 
 
Figure 12: Example of LEDs that are close to the display versus LEDs that are farther away 
All variables were initialized to match the viewer‟s position when the display is 
first updated.  From then on, each time the display updated, the new position was 
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calculated based on the initial position, a process which kept calculations very simple.  
The new tracking algorithm was as follows: 
Get Wii Remote Location; 
CurrentX = (Point1.x+Point2.x)/2; 
CurrentY = (Point1.y+Point2.y)/2; 
CurrentZ = SquareRoot( (Point1.x-Point2.x)*(Point1.x-Point2.x) + (Point1.y-
Point2.y)*(Point1.y-Point2.y) ); 
 
If FirstX is Null, FirstX = CurrentX; 
ChangeX = FirstX – CurrentX; 
 
If FirstY is Null, FirstY = CurrentY; 
ChangeY = FirstY – CurrentY; 
 
If FirstZ is Null, FirstZ = CurrentZ; 




Whenever the camera‟s location was updated in a scene, the identity matrix for 
GL_MODELVIEW was first translated based on the viewer‟s position using the function 
glTranslated.  The camera position was then set with the function gluLookAt, which 
translated the camera based on the altered identity matrix.  If the scene included a 
moving camera, this scheme proved helpful.  For instance, if the artist created a Maya 
file with a built-in pan or zoom, this pan or zoom would still occur, but the viewer would 
pan or zoom from the angle at which they were viewing the scene, thus maintaining the 
simulated 3D effect.  
3.3 Configuration and Display 
With the tracking code implemented, the next step was to pair the Wii Remote 
with the computer being used to display the scene.  Different applications were available 
to perform this task, but the two most popular were BlueSoleil, from the IVT Corporation 
[Ivtc11], and the built-in Windows Bluetooth application, from Microsoft [Wind11].  The 
BlueSoleil software worked with a wide range of Bluetooth-enabled devices and claimed 
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to be easy to use; however, it came with a price tag of $30.  If the viewer experienced 
any difficulty getting the Wii Remote to communicate with the computer, this software 
was recommended. 
In our test environment consisting of a Toshiba laptop, Windows 7, and the 
RocketFish Bluetooth Adapter, the built-in Windows Bluetooth connection tool worked 
well.  Instructions for pairing the Wii Remote with a Windows 7 computer are available in 
Appendix B.  Each time the computer was rebooted, removing the old Wii Remote 
connection and pairing the remote with the computer again were necessary because the 
method of pairing described in the Appendix is a temporary connection.  A method for 
permanently pairing the Wii Remote with the computer exists, but was beyond the scope 
of this experiment; for more information visit the Wiimote project website [Wiim11]. 
After the Wii Remote was paired, the workstation needed to be set for viewing 
the scene.  The best results were obtained when the Wii Remote was placed at an 
upward angle just below the display as seen in Figure 13.  Maintaining a clear view of 
the LED glasses from the Wii Remote‟s perspective was an important and necessary 




Figure 13: Ideal location of the Wii Remote and viewer of the FBX simulator for head tracking 
Once the viewing station was set up, the user was ready to begin the FBX 
simulated 3D viewer.  When the program‟s executable was run, a Windows command 
prompt opened and established a connection with the Wii Remote.  Once the connection 
was successfully established, the user was prompted for the FBX file as show in Figure 
14.  When a valid FBX file was entered, the FBX viewer opened and began playing the 
scene.  If the FBX file did not exist or was corrupt, an error message was displayed to 
the user. 
 
Figure 14: FBX Simulator file selection screen  
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Chapter 4: Results 
The video posted by Lee included two different examples of his 3D results 
(Figure 15), which revealed mixed success [Yout11].  The simple scene loaded with 
targets at various distances provided a dramatic 3D experience, while the image of the 
athletic stadium did not provide nearly the same effect.   
 
Figure 15: A deep scene on the left, and a flatter scene on the right, both displayed in Lee’s 3D 
simulator with head tracking 
The FBX stereoscopic simulator produced good results for well-designed scenes.  
If the scene designed by the artist in Maya had dramatic shifts in depth, the results 
tended to be more exciting.  Figures 16 through 20 show two different scenes.  The 
scene on the left contains objects farther away from each other creating deeper space.  
The scene on the right contains objects closer together creating a flatter space.  Figure 
16 shows both the deep and flat space viewed from the left side of the display, while 
Figure 17 shows the right.  In the second shot of the deep space, the small table with the 
clock disappears from view as the viewer moves to the right side of the screen creating a 
sensational 3D effect.  In the flat space, the orientation of the objects to each other does 
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not change and with nothing deeper in the scene to compare the movement, the 3D 
effect is reduced. 
 
Figure 16: A deep space (left) and a flat space (right) viewed from the left side of the display 
 
Figure 17: A deep space (left) and a flat space (right) viewed from the right side of the display 
Figures 18 and 19 show the two scenes from a high angle perspective (Figure 18) and a 
low angle perspective (Figure 19).  In the deep space, on the left side, the table with the 
clock undergoes greater relative movement, crossing almost the entire display, while the 
chair in the background moves only a short distance.  This movement enhances the 3D 
experience more than the movement in the flat space, where the objects cross the 




Figure 18: A deep space (left) and a flat space (right) viewed from a high angle to the display 
 
Figure 19: A deep space (left) and a flat space (right) viewed from a low angle to the display 
Figure 20 shows the same two spaces viewed from very near to the display.  As before, 
the deep space provides more visual cues indicating a 3D environment while the flat 
space does not. 
 
Figure 20: A deep space (left) and a flat space (right) viewed close to the display 
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Another feature of a well-designed scene is little to no camera movement, which 
allows the viewer to move his or her head and experience the 3D.  In scenes with no 
camera movement, the 3D effect is very good as detailed in the deep shots of Figures 
16 through 20.  If the scene requires camera movement or cuts, the best results are 
experienced with a slow controlled camera rather than quick movement and jarring cuts.  
Figure 21 shows a clip from a 29 second scene with lots of movement and many cuts.  
Figure 22 shows the same scene with fewer cuts and many of the same angles 
accomplished by simply keeping the camera in a constant slow rotation. 
 





Figure 22: A series of shots with no cuts and slow controlled camera movement 
As with all real-time generated content, the more powerful the computer, the 
better the experience will be.  On the Toshiba used in this experiment, a scene with 
about 50 separate meshes and 30,000 polygons was able to update at an interactive 
rate.  On a more powerful computer with a 1.7 GHz, 4 core, Intel i7 CPU and 8GB of 
memory, the features could be increased to 115 separate meshes and around 46,000 
polygons.   
The “DrawScene” algorithm in the “View Scene” project is primarily responsible 
for the fluctuations in performance.  For every display refresh, the application loops 
through each mesh in the scene and creates an openGL object with an N-sided polygon 
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to represent the mesh.  If the scene only contained one object, the only limitation would 
be the size of the polygon the graphics hardware was able to process.  As we split up 
our scene into more and more meshes, the program must continually loop through them, 
which can eventually cause performance issues.   
The scene in Figure 23 provided an excellent test for limitations of the 
stereoscopic viewer.  The scene is composed of a house with windows, curtains, and 
trim, as well as a coat rack and a skeleton.  The original scene developed in Maya was 
composed of about 420 different meshes.  This number is high because each model was 
created separately; for example, each piece of wood inside the window frames was a 
separate mesh.  This approach provided an easier modeling experience, but when 
rendering in real-time, the experience was disappointing.  By combining the meshes that 
composed the house, some modeling flexibility was lost, but rendering the scene in real-
time became a realistic endeavor.  Maya provides a function to combine meshes after 
they have already been modeled; a scene can be constructed within the normal 
workflow and then exported to a more compact FBX file with only a few clicks. 
 
Figure 23: Frame from Shag Bone (2008) [shag11] 
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From this experience, the following general guidelines for scene construction 
have become apparent.  For best results, the scene should have a still camera with cuts 
used sparingly.  If movement is necessary, it should be slow and controlled rather than 
fast and jerky.  Background objects should be modeled with low polygon counts, leaving 
the higher count meshes to primary objects that are vital to the action of the scene.  
Before exporting to FBX, background objects should be combined into a small number of 
meshes using the features available in the artist‟s 3D software package.  By following 





Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 
The purpose of this work was to develop a 3D Stereoscopic simulator for non-
technical users with cost-effective equipment.  The solution gives the user a simple 
interface and access to an unlimited number of videos to experience.  Because the 
simulator displays content from any valid FBX file, artists familiar with most 3D animation 
packages can create content quickly.  This stereoscopic simulator improves on Lee‟s 
original proof of concept which required users to develop (programmatically) individual 
openGL scenes.   
In truth, the simulator may in fact provide a more realistic 3D experience than the 
techniques used for traditional stereoscopic content.  Because the simulator is actually 
redrawing the scene from each new angle at which the user views the content, the user 
is seeing a more realistic 3D replication.  With traditional stereoscopic content, the 
viewer only sees two flat images that do not actually update when the viewer moves his 
or her head.  The setup tricks the viewer into thinking he or she is seeing a 3D space.  
With this simulator, as the user moves his or her head, the image displayed changes to 
what the viewer would actually see from that angle.  An interesting test would be to 
combine this simulator with the traditional stereoscopic display of two images to the user 
with stereoscopic glasses from his or her perspective.  The experience could potentially 
provide the viewer with an unparalleled realism that has not yet been seen. 
The technology of tracking a user‟s head in order to update a display can and will 
be used in a number of different ways in the future, but one that relates closely to the 
topic of this paper would be to incorporate it into Maya.  An artist could start Maya and 
enable head tracking while creating a model or animating a scene.  The head tracking 
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would provide an additional level of input for the artist and potentially save time by 
reducing mouse navigation around 3D objects. 
Further work could even eliminate the need for the Wii Remote and LED sensor 
bar (or glasses).  The recent release of the Xbox Kinect is an example of human tracking 
via a simple webcam [Micr10].  A promising method of head tracking developed by a 
professor at Clemson University uses an algorithm called the elliptical head tracker to 
find and return the location of a specific viewer‟s head in relation to a webcam [Birc98].  
This technology could make the simulated stereoscopic viewer even more accessible to 
users. 
As computers continue to evolve and become more powerful, real-time graphics 
will continue to become more complex.  Incorporating artist-friendly formats with real-
time 3D stereoscopic viewers is a first step in a new form of entertainment.  With further 
developments in true computer vision head tracking and the addition of more complex 

















Appendix A: Modifying Safety Glasses for use with Wii Remote 
To replace the bulbs, in the Sears CR2032 safety glasses, follow the procedure 
below and reference Figure 24. 
 Unscrew the attached housing from the safety glasses (Figure 24, steps 1 
and 2).   
 Open the housing and remove the blue LED bulb (Figure 24, step 3).   
 Alter the length and shape of the cathode on the infrared LED to match the 
cathode of the blue LED that was removed (Figure 24, step 4). 
 Insert the infrared LED into the housing (Figure 24, step 5). 
 Close the housing and reconnect it to the safety glasses.   
 Follow the same procedure for the other LED.   
 
Figure 24: Step-by-step method for replacing the regular LED bulbs with infrared LED bulbs 
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Appendix B: Configuring the Wii Remote and Bluetooth connection 
To establish the Bluetooth connection, follow the steps below. 
1. Plug in the Bluetooth adapter if it is not built into the computer.  Open the 
Windows Bluetooth connection control panel from the notification area of the 
Windows taskbar as seen in Figure 25. 
 
Figure 25: Windows 7 Bluetooth devices control panel 
2. Select the „Add a device‟ menu option as seen in Figure 26. 
 
Figure 26: Windows 7 Bluetooth ‘Add a device’ button 
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3. On the Wii Remote, press and hold the 1 and 2 buttons simultaneously.  The 
LEDs on the front of the Remote should start blinking.  The computer will 
quickly detect the new Bluetooth device and display it in the configuration 
window as „Nintendo RVL-CNT-01‟ as seen in Figure 27.  Select it from the 
list and click next. 
 
Figure 27: Windows 7 Bluetooth adapter found dialog 
4. When prompted to select a pairing option, select the third option, “Pair 




Figure 28: Windows 7 Bluetooth adapter pairing dialog 
Windows will now install the drivers for the new Bluetooth device.  Once 
Windows provides confirmation that the driver was installed successfully, the Wii 
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